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THE OXYGENATION TREATMENT

Historically, oxygen was used topically to enhance the healing of burns. In the hospital setting, pressurized oxygen 
tanks (hyperbaric chambers) are used to push oxygen into the skin, promoting healing in a sterile setting. As well as this 
method works, it doesn’t lend itself to the spa or clinical setting.

The use of oxygen in the field of skin care has made major advancements through the years based on the premise that 
stable, natural oxygen increase skin cell metabolism. This is not to be confused with unstable forms of oxygen, also 
known as free radicals.

The use of oxygen in treatments performed in a spa or clinical setting has shown that:
    • Oxygen gives skin brightness and clarity.
    • Oxygen works on clogged pores and dullness, and brings back radiance and freshness.
            - As we age, the oxygen in our body is depleted, which results in dull, lifeless skin.
    • Oxygen increases circulation, which increases the delivery of nutrition to the skin, and gives the skin energy.
    • Oxygen kills bacteria, which helps to reduce breakouts.
    • Oxygen promotes cleanliness, freshness and revitalization for the skin.

As aging occurs, the skin’s capillaries breakdown, resulting in reduced blood flow and less oxygen delivered to the skin. 
This lack of oxygen leads to a lowered collagen production, resulting in fine lines, wrinkles and age spots.

Société Clinical Skincare has taken the wound-healing properties of oxygen and created a clinical grade, two-step 
Oxygenation Treatment that increases circulation, evens out pigmentation and aids in easier extractions. The product’s 
formulation is based on stabilized hydrogen peroxide, which delivers molecules directly into the skin, bringing back 
radiance and freshness. 

The Oxygenation Treatment has numerous benefits, including:
    • Promotes healthier skin and increases cellular metabolism prior to chemical peels.
    • Increases blood flow and circulation, promoting healing post surgery, laser or peel.
    • Sterilizes the skin for extractions and makes extractions and debris removal easier, resulting in a reduction of           
       acne breakouts. 

The Oxygenation Treatment is a two-step procedure that is administered by a trained professional in a clinic setting. A 
foam-like cream is first applied to clean, dry skin; then, a few drops of a catalyst activator are applied over top, warming 
as it is massaged into the skin, doubling or tripling the foam. The clinician massages the skin for up to three minutes, 
leaving the treatment on for up to 10 minutes.


